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2 The Insignia

TIME FOR NEW LEADERS.
The Insignia is a masterpiece of German engineering. It leads its category 
with a unique range of state-of-the-art innovations, premium-class luxuries 
and a stunning exterior.

1.  Best-in-class IntelliLux LED® Matrix headlights1

2.  Premium-class interior incl. Ergonomic Active Seats1

3.  Comprehensive driver assistance systems with autonomous response
4.  Dynamic performance, Adaptive 4x4 All-Wheel Drive and FlexRide1

Challenge your expectations. Take a test drive.  
To find your nearest Opel dealer, go to www.opel.com

1 Optional with selected models and engines. FlexRide standard on Country Tourer with  selected engines.
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5The Premium Interior 

PERFECT IN EVERY WAY.
The Insignia’s elegant, ergonomic and spacious interior  
makes every journey a pleasure for driver and passengers alike. 
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ERGONOMIC aCTIvE SEaTS.
THE HEalTHy cHoicE FoR yoUR BacK.



7Ergonomically Certified Seating

Ergonomic Active Seats1 help avoid back pain and boost your  
attention and wellbeing.

1. Ergonomically certified2 in Germany. By the Campaign for 
Healthier Backs (AGR), an independent centre of excellence  
for ergonomics.

2. Extendable thigh support. Adjust your seat to precisely the  
right length.

Upgrade to first-class features:

3. Ventilation and heating. Ventilation helps cool your back while 
seat heating makes early starts in winter more pleasant, for you 
and all your passengers1,3.

4. 18-way adjustment and memory1,4. Electronically fine-tune your 
seat to your body shape, and store settings for different drivers.

5. Massage on demand1. At the push of a button, the driver’s seat 
gently kneads the muscles in your lower back.

Made to measure. Find your perfect Ergonomic Active Seat online  
or at your Opel dealer.

1  Optional on selected trim levels. Details online or at your Opel dealer. 2  The certificate is a seal of quality awarded by an independent testing committee made up of experts from various medical disciplines.
3 Heating not available for the rear middle seat. 4  Front-passenger Ergonomic Active Seat manually adjustable in 6 ways.
Shown Brownstone premium leather only available with Exclusive pack.

1.

3.

5.

2.

4.



8 The Insignia Sports Tourer



9Elegant Design1Optionally available with selected engines. 2 Optional. Not available for Edition.

Intelligent Hands-Free Liftgate2. Open the tailgate by simply waving 
your foot under the rear bumper, indicated by a white LED light projected 
on the ground. A second wave powers the tailgate shut again. 

GREAT BY EVERY MEASURE.
The Insignia Sports Tourer combines striking looks and premium-class  
innovations with the capacity and versatility of a large estate. A low-swept 
silhouette, ample leg- and headroom, slim LED tail lamps and twin 
chrome-tipped bezels1 enhance its broad and elegant stance. 



10 The Insignia Sports Tourer

Capacity and versatility make the Sports Tourer the 
complete multitasker. With boot space of 560 up to 
1,665 litres, it’s easy to accommodate loads of all kinds.

1. One-touch fold1. The rear split seats fold down 
quickly and easily at the touch of a button.

2. 5 passengers, 560 litres. With all three rear seats 
up, you easily have enough boot space for a full  
set of luggage.

3. 40 down, 40/20 up1. Fold down one or two seats  
to carry long loads and up to two passengers in  
the back.

4. Up to 1,665 litres. With all three seats folded,  
the boot is huge – and perfectly flat.

1 Optional on all trims except Ultimate, GSi and with optional All-Wheel Drive.

MADE TO MAKE IT EASY.



11The Definitive Interior 

THE PANORAMIC SUNROOF.

The Sports Tourer’s big panoramic sunroof1 
floods the seats with natural light.
Back-seat passengers enjoy the same level of  
luxury as they would up front, with heated rear 
seats1 and USB in the rear console2.

1Optional on Dynamic, Innovation, Ultimate (available as of 2019) and Country Tourer. 2 Standard on Dynamic, Innovation, Ultimate and Country Tourer. Not available for Edition.
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Drive glare-free on high beam. IntelliLux LED® Matrix headlights1 are far superior to Xenon and a major step up from conventional LED lights – more  
powerful and more precise. They automatically dip the beam around other vehicles but keep the rest of the road brightly lit up to 400 metres ahead.

•	 No	risk	of	glare	for	other	drivers
•	 Night	driving	is	safer	and	more	relaxed
•	 Cornering	Light	counters	‘black	holes’	on	tight,	slow	bends	(active	up	to	40	km/h)

ADVANCED INTELLILUX LED® MATRIX HEADLIGHTS.

See IntelliLux LED® Matrix headlights in action at www.opel.com



13Lighting Innovations

1 IntelliLux LED® Matrix headlights are available on every trim level, except entry trim level and Edition. 
2 Compared to conventional halogen or high-intensity discharge (HID) headlamps. 
3 On tight bends or when turning off, depending on the steering angle (up to 70 km/h) or on the indicator light signal (up to 40 km/h), an additional left or right reflector is switched on.

More time to react. 
See hazards up to 1.8 seconds earlier2 –  
the equivalent of 40 metres at 80 km/h.

Glare- and switch-free. 
Single LEDs cut out automatically so you  

don’t have to switch to low beam.

See more of the road. 
With 32 single LED elements, your lights 

can adapt to different situations.

Light up bends.
Curve Light helps you corner with  
confidence, from 40 to 70 km/h3.



14 The Insignia 1 Optional. 2 Between 8 and 40 km/h. 

1. 

2. 

The autonomous generation of driver assistants1 is here. 
Opel’s advanced safety systems combine innovative, proactive, 
camera-based safety technologies to monitor the road around 
your Insignia. Together they boost driver vigilance and help 
prevent near misses, collisions, speeding tickets and more. 

•	 Continuous	support	helps	you	relax
•	 The	perfect	assistance	system	for	a	hands-on	driving	style
•	 You	stay	in	control	of	your	Insignia	at	all	times

1. Head-up Display (HUD)1. Take in key data on the windscreen 
with	your	eyes	safely	on	the	road	–	for	example,	your	speed,	
sat-nav	directions	or	warnings	from	Automatic	Cruise	Control1.

2.  Forward Collision Alert with Collision Imminent Braking. 
Ideal	in	commuter	traffic,	Forward	Collision	Alert	warns	if	
you approach a slower vehicle too quickly from behind, and 
helps prevent collisions by braking with full deceleration2. 

ADVANCED SAFETY SYSTEMS.



15Safety Innovations 
Opel driver assistance systems support the driver within the limitations  
of the system. The driver remains responsible for the driving task.

3. 

4. 

3 Between speeds of 8 and 40 km/h, the car brakes with full deceleration. Between speeds of 40 and 80 km/h, the car supports the driver in mitigating 
the collision by braking. If the car is fitted with Automatic Cruise Control, the car supports the driver in mitigating the collision by braking, up to the 
maximum speed of the vehicle. 4 Between speeds of 8 and 40 km/h, the car brakes with full deceleration. Between speeds of 40 and 80 km/h, the car 
supports the driver in mitigating the collision by braking.

3. Automatic Emergency Braking with Pedestrian Detection3.  
If this system detects a pedestrian, vehicle or other object ahead, 
it pre-boosts braking power and will even brake the car itself if  
the driver doesn’t react.

4. Automatic Cruise Control1,4. Maintains a set distance from the 
 vehicle in front, and when necessary brakes the car to a complete 
stop to prevent bumper-to-tail collisions. 

Additional safety systems include: 
Rear Cross Traffic Alert1. When you back out of a parking spot or 
your driveway, this system warns you about approaching vehicles. 
What used to be an invisible hazard is now easy to manage.

To see these and other safety systems in action, go to www.opel.com
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1 For certain markets.
2 Requires acceptance of Telenav end user licence agreement and consent to the use of personal data as set out in the Telenav privacy policy.
3 Requires connection to the mobile Internet via smartphone or Wi-Fi hotspot, additional cost may occur.
4  For compatibility information please go to www.opel.com. Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ may not be available in all countries and may 

depend on your OS version. Please visit www.apple.com or www.android.com
5 Optional equipment.
6 Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG Inc. For compatibility check www.opel.com
Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Android is a trademark of Google Inc.

The new Multimedia Navi Pro. Enjoy the convenience of an embedded  
up-level navigation system that keeps you up to date on the go. Connected 
Navigation services including predictive navigation and live traffic alerts, 
timely parking information and fuel prices, online map updates, routing and 
POI search make every drive feel seamless and intuitive.

The premium Multimedia Navi Pro infotainment system at a glance:
•	 8˝	colour	touch	screen	
•	 AM/FM	radio,	DAB+1

•	 Integrated	3D	European	navigation	with	Traffic	Message	Channel	Pay	
TMC®/TPEG™1

•	 Connected	Navigation	services1,2 such as predictive navigation and  
live traffic alerts, fuel prices, parking information, online map updates,  
routing and POI search1,3 

•	 On-board	voice	control	for	audio,	phone	and	navigation	functions	
•	 Voice	control	support	from	connected	phone4

•	 Information	from	the	infotainment	system	is	displayed	in	the	instrument	
cluster	display	and	Head-up	Display5

•	 Bluetooth® for hands-free calling, phone book access and audio streaming6

•	 2	USB	interfaces	and	SD	card	slot	for	navigation	map	
•	 Compatible	with	Apple	CarPlay™	and	Android	Auto™4

•	 Retrieves	up	to	5	user	profiles	to	store	individual	favourites

MULTIMEDIA NAVI PRO.
INFOTAINMENT WITH NAVIGATION.



17Cutting-edge ConnectivityYour 3D sat nav responds to one-shot voice commands.
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MultiMedia.
CONNeCtiVitY ON Call.

Stay connected with Multimedia. Apple CarPlay™ or Android Auto™ seamlessly display key functions and features like certain apps, maps, music, messages 
or phone calls from your smartphone onto the attractive 7˝ colour touch screen with enhanced tablet-like usability.



19Cutting-edge Connectivity

1 For certain markets.
2 Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG Inc. For compatibility check www.opel.com
3  For compatibility information please go to www.opel.com. Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ may not be available in all countries 

and may depend on your OS version. Please visit www.apple.com or www.android.com
4 Optional.
Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Android is a trademark of Google Inc.

Wrong cable? Right car! With inductive charging4, you can top up your 
smartphone battery wire-free.

Bose® 9-speaker system4. Uplifting performance with a Richbass™ woofer 
enclosure.

For more on infotainment systems, go to www.opel.com

The sophisticated Multimedia system at a glance:

•	 Visually	attractive	7˝	colour	touch	screen	with	new	enhanced	usability
•	 AM/FM	radio,	DAB+1

•	 Bluetooth® for hands-free calling, phone book access and audio 
streaming2

•	 Voice	control	support	from	connected	phone3

•	 2	USB	interfaces	and	an	aux-in	to	connect	or	charge	mobile	devices
•	 Compatible	with	Apple	CarPlay™	and	Android	Auto™3
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INSIGNIA TRIM 
LEVELS.
The Insignia is available in four var-
iants or trim levels: the entry-level 
Edition, the Dynamic, the Innovation 
and the top-of-the-line Ultimate1. 
With an extremely well-equipped 
basic model and a wide array of 
options, you’re sure to find the per-
fect car.

DyNAMIc.
Sporty features enhance the impressive Edition.

  Dynamic highlights:

•	 High-gloss	grille	with	chrome	bar	and	accents
•	 6-way adjustable Ergonomic Active Seat
•	 Alloy sports pedals
•	 Leather steering wheel with chrome bezel
•	 Dual-zone Elecronic Climate Control

Images may show optional equipment.

EDITIoN.
The entry-level Edition sets a high bar.

  Edition highlights:

•	 17˝	design	wheels
•	 LED	daytime	running	and	tail	lights
•	 Multimedia	infotainment	system	
•	 Sophisticated	camera-based	safety	systems
•	 Windscreen-projected	emergency	braking	display
•	 Cruise	control	with	speed	limiter



21Trim Level Overview

INNOVATION.
Innovative design features.

  Innovation highlights:

•	 Design	accents	in	chrome	and	high-gloss	black
•	 6-way	adjustable	Ergonomic	Active	Seat
•	 IntelliLux	LED®	Matrix	headlights
•	 Rain	sensor	and	tunnel	detection	(headlights)
•	 High	Beam	Assist	(switches	beam	automatically)

ULTIMATE1.
Luxurious,	top-of-the-range	styling.

  Ultimate highlights:

•	 Alcantara	interior
•	 OPC	Line	Interior	and	Exterior	Sport	Pack
•	 18˝	bi-colour	alloy	wheels
•	 Head-up	Display

1 Available	as	of	2019.	
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THE OPC LINE SPORT PACK.
Dynamic even when it’s standing still, the OPC styled Insignia underlines the sporty silhouette, 
no matter how fast you go.

The OPC Line Exterior Sport Pack1:
•	 Rocker	mouldings,	bumper	extensions	front	and	rear
•	 Rear	spoiler2	and	visible	exhaust	tips3

•	 OPC	Line	badge

The OPC Line Interior Sport Pack1:
•	 Alloy	pedals	and	dark	headliner	(ceiling	design)4

•	 Heated,	perforated-leather	steering	wheel	with	 
integrated	controls



23OPC Line Sport Packs

1. OPC leather steering wheel. Heated and wrapped in perforated leather, 
with trademark attention to detail.

2. Alloy sport pedals. When you change gears fast, the rubber/metal mix 
gives your soles better grip.

3. Dark headliner4. The special ceiling colour enhances the intense motorsport 
atmosphere.

4. Bumper extensions. Crouching low to the ground, the streamlined Insignia 
looks leaner than ever.

1 Available for Dynamic and Innovation only. OPC Line Exterior Sport Pack is not available for Country Tourer. 
2 Rear spoiler available for Grand Sport only. 
3 Visible exhaust tips on the OPC Line Exterior Sport Pack, depends on the engine selection. 
4 On Sports Tourer, headliner includes anchors for safety net.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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Insignia GSi fuel consumption low 11.8–11.5, medium 8.1–7.7, high 6,7–6,4, extra high 7.5–7.0, combined 8.0–7.6 l/100 km; CO2 emission combined 208–198 g/km in acc. with regulations R (EC) No. 715/2007, R (EU) No. 2017/1153 
and R (EU) No. 2017/1151 (in the versions respectively applicable).
1 Optional. 2 Sports tyres fitted as standard with 20˝ bi-colour alloy wheels. 3 Ergonomic seats certified by the German AGR (Campaign for Healthier Backs), a centre of excellence for ergonomics. The certificate is a seal of 
quality awarded by an independent testing committee made up of experts from various medical disciplines.

THE INSIGNIA GSi.
PRETTY FAST.

Impressive contours, powerful BiTurbo technology and perfect ergonomics: the Insignia GSi combines driving pleasure with  advanced technology in a sporty, 
athletic form. 
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DRIVEN BY PASSION.
GSi QUICK FACTS.
Performance and style work hand in hand.  
The Insignia GSi combines masterful driving 
dynamics with a striking sense of style, in both 
Grand Sport and Sports Tourer variants. The 
driver focussed cabin with flat-bottomed steering 
wheel, ergonomic performance front seats1 and 
aluminium pedals provide that great GSi feeling.

•	 Exclusive	GSi	full	body	kit	plus	striking	20˝	 
bi-colour alloy wheels1

•	 Adaptive	4x4	All-Wheel	Drive	with	Active	
Torque Vectoring and Michelin sports tyres  
as standard2

•	 FlexRide	performance	chassis	and	high- 
performance BREMBO brakes

•	 Turbo	technology	and	8-speed	automatic	
transmission

•	 Ergonomic	Active	Seats1,3

This is just a selection of the Insignia GSi highlights. 
If you want to learn more, visit us at www.opel.com

Images may show optional equipment.
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THE COUNTRY TOURER. 
REAL OFF-ROAD ATTITUDE.

1Optional with selected engines.

Work smart, play hard? Do both how you want!
If you’re used to getting your way, the rugged 
Country Tourer will match your mindset:

•	 True	off-road	with	4x4	All	Wheel	Drive	 
Performance

•	 Silver	skid	plate	and	360°	anti-chip	cladding
•	 Specially	tuned	chassis
•	 Sealed	wheel	bearings
•	 FlexRide	continuous	damping	control1
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THE Trim lEVEl
COUNTRY TOURER.

1Heating standard with optional leather trim.

Country Tourer styling turns rough conditions to your advantage.
Front fog lamps and body cladding look sharp in the city and do the job in 
the sticks.

1. Tough love. Silver skid plates and cladding protect the underbody and 
make the Country Tourer look low, broad and strong.

2. Your deluxe country cabin. With multimedia, dual-zone air conditioning 
and electronically adjustable, heated front seats1.

images may show optional equipment.

1. 

2. 
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THE INSIGNIA EXCLUSIVE.
Design your Opel Insignia Exclusive exactly how you want it –  
tailor-made to meet your highest demands.

•	 Personalised	colour	–	select	your	favourite	from	millions	of	colours	 
or	send	us	your	custom	colour	prefreence

•	 Premium-class	luxury	inside	and	out
•	 Avant-garde	blue	or	brown	leather	seats	with	silver-grey	seams1

•	 Exclusive	mirror	cap	and	alloy	wheel	finishes
•	 Exclusive	branded	gear	shifter
•	 High	Gloss	Black	Pack	–	replace	the	exterior	chrome	details	with	 

a	sporty	high-gloss	finish

Learn	more	about	the	Exclusive	at	www.opel.com	or	download	its	AR	
app2	to	experience	the	most	exclusive	Insignia	in	augmented	reality.

1Optional.	 2 It	is	not	available	in	all	countries.



29The ExclusiveImage shows the Insignia GSi Exclusive. 
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1 Available on Edition. 2Available on Dynamic, Innovation and Country Tourer. 3 Available for Dynamic, Innovation and Ultimate only. On Dynamic with 3D effect. 4 Available for Innovation, Ultimate and Country Tourer only. 
5 Leather optional, only seat contact surfaces in leather. Available for Exclusive only. 6 Standard on Ultimate. Available for Dynamic and Innovation only. Available as of 2019.

1. 

2. 4. 

3. 
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TRIMS AND SURFACES.
Outstanding innovations, outstanding trims. Re-designed seats and surfaces add to the  
Insignia’s premium ambience.

1. Milano1. Seats in Marvel Black fabric. Door inserts in Marvel Black, armrests in Vinyl Jet Black. 
Décor accents in Metallic Silver.

2. Monita2. Seat inserts in Marvel Black fabric, bolsters in Jet Black premium leather effect. 
Armrests in Vinyl Jet Black. Décor accents in Dark Metallic.

3. Siena II Jet Black3. Seat inserts in Jet Black perforated leather, bolsters in Jet Black premium 
leather effect. Shadow Grey stitching. Décor accents in Dark Silver.

4. Siena II Shale4. Seat inserts in Shale perforated leather, bolsters in Shale premium leather 
effect. Ceramic White stitching. Décor accents in Dark Silver. 

5. Brownstone Premium Leather5. Perforated nappa premium leather bolsters, seat and 
door inserts all in Brownstone. Shadow Grey stitching, fabric piping in Boreas Grey. Décor 
accents in Dark Metallic.

6. Alcantara Jet Black6. Seat inserts in Alcantara Jet Black, bolsters in Jet Black premium 
leather effect, inner bolsters in leather. Shadow Grey stitching, armrest in Vinyl Jet Black. 
Décor accents in Dark Silver.

5. 

6. 
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PAINTS AND COLOURS. 99 per cent of your Insignia is dedicated to elite performance. 
But it’s the very top layer that first turns everyone’s heads.

Summit White Abalone White Sovereign Silver Cosmic Grey Satin Steel Grey
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Additional special colours are available.
Ask your Opel dealer for details.

Rouge Brown Absolute Red Darkmoon Blue Mineral BlackIndigo Blue
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



35Rims and Wheels 

RIMS AND WHEELS.
Rims speak volumes about who’s at the wheel.
Insignia rims know what to say.

1.	 18˝	alloy	wheel,	5-spoke	
Bright	Silver	design,	 
8.5	J	x	18,	tyres	245/45	R	18	
(code RCV).1,2

2.	 17˝	alloy	wheel,	5-twin-spoke	
Bright Silver design (code 
RSC) or Titan Gloss design 
(code	MZD),	7.5	J	x	17,	tyres	
225/55	R	17.1,3

3.	 18˝	alloy	wheel,	multi-spoke	
bi-colour	Technical	Grey	Matt	
and	Diamond	Cut	design,	
8.5	J	x	18,	tyres	245/45	R	18	
(code RD1).1,3,4

4.	 20˝	alloy	wheel,	5-double-
spoke	bi-colour	High	Gloss	
Black	design,	8.5	J	x	20,	tyres	
245/35	R	20	(code	RQ9).1,3

5.	 18˝	alloy	wheel,	multi-spoke	
Bright	Silver	design,	8,5	J	x	18,	
tyres	245/45	R	18	(code	RCW).1,5

6.	 18˝	alloy	wheel,	5-twin-spoke	
Bright	Silver	design,	8	J	x	18,	
tyres	235/50	R	18	(code	PTW).6

7.	 18˝	alloy	wheel,	5-twin-spoke	
Technical	Grey	design,	8	J	x	18,	
tyres	235/50	R	18	(code	RV1).6

8.	 17˝	steel	wheel	with	bi-colour	
cover	design,	7	J	x	17,	tyres	
225/55	R	17	(code	RS9).7

9.	 16˝	steel	wheel	with	Silver	
cover,	6.5	J	x	16,	tyres	215/60	
R 16 (code RRY).7

1Not	available	for	Country	Tourer	and	GSi.	 2	Standard on Dynamic. 3 Optional.	 4	Standard	on	Ultimate,	available	as	of	2019.	 5 Standard on Innovation. 6Available	for	Country	only.	 7Optional	on	Edition	only.

6.

9.8.

7.
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INSIGNIA ACCESSORIES.

The Insignia has what it takes to satisfy your every 
need. That includes a vast range of tailor-made Opel 
accessories.

1. Opel roof box and base carrier. This 460-litre 
box has patented open/close and central-lock 
systems. The base carriers can also handle  
attachments for skis, snowboards and bikes.

2.–3. FlexConnect system. Attach a variety of brackets 
to the back of the front seats, from a table to  
a coat hanger. The FlexConnect tablet holder 
can hold devices in the portrait or landscape  
position – for reading or watching films.

4. Illuminated door sill plates. Give passengers the 
VIP treatment and protect the paint from chips 
and scratches.

5. Reversible hard cargo tray. Robust and easy to 
clean, this helps prevent items from sliding around 
and contains liquids if they spill. The reverse is 
carpeted for a softer, quieter boot.

For the full range of Opel accessories,  
go to www.opel.com

1. 
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2. 

3. 

5. 

4. 
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ENGINES, TYRES AND  
TRANSMISSIONS.
Next-generation German engineering delivers all the  
performance you desire. Control and power or fuel efficiency  
and longevity – the Insignia has the engine of choice.

•	 8-speed	automatic	for	2-litre	engines1 
•	 ‘Twinster’	Adaptive	4x4	All-Wheel	Drive	(AWD)2 with advanced 

torque vectoring redistributes torque between the front, rear,  
left and right wheels for more dynamic and balanced handling

•	 Advanced	‘Late	Restart’	Start/Stop	technology
•	 For	economy	and	performance:	1.6	ECOTEC®	Diesel,	81	kW	(110	hp)
•	 All	diesel	engines	are	equipped	with	the	latest	generation	

of	NOx	emissions	control	technology	including	a	15-litre	
tank	for	the	BlueInjection	system	that	runs	on	the	
NOx-reducing	super-additive	AdBlue®.3

For	the	latest	engine	offer	and	more	statistics,	go	to www.opel.com

1 With	selected	engines.	Please	refer	to	the	engines	table.	 2	Adaptive	4x4	All-Wheel	Drive	standard	with	selected	engines	and	optional	FlexRide	only.	 3 Cars	with	BlueInjection	technology	need	regular	AdBlue®	top-ups	between	recommended	services.	
An	indicator	integrated	into	the	on-board	computer	will	warn	you	when	you	need	to	top	up.	More	information	at	www.opel.com

TYRE	LABELLINg

WHEELS 215/60	
R	16

215/55	
R	17

225/55	
R	17

235/50	
R	18

235/45	
R	18

245/45
R	18

245/35	
R	20

245/35	
ZR	20

Fuel	efficiency	class B B C–B C C E–B E E

Wet	grip	class B B B A B B–A A A

External	rolling	noise	measured	 
value	(dB) 71 69 71–70 71 71 71–68 72 71

External	rolling	noise	class –
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ENGINES aNd TraNSmISSIoNS: WLTP vaLuES

Engines 1.5 Turbo
(103 kW/140 hp)
with Start/Stop System

1.5 Turbo
(121 kW/165 hp)
with Start/Stop System

1.6 Turbo
(147 kW/200 hp)
with Start/Stop System

1.6 ECoTEC® diesel  
(81 kW/110 hp)  
with Start/Stop System

available for GS, ST GS, ST GS, ST GS, ST GS, ST, CT GS, ST
drivetrain FWd FWd FWd FWd FWd FWd
Transmission mT-6 mT-6 aT-6 mT-6 aT-6 mT-6
Emission standard Euro 6d-TEmP Euro 6d-TEmP Euro 6d-TEmP Euro 6d-TEmP Euro 6d-TEmP Euro 6d-TEmP
Table shows scale of consumption and emission data depending on model version, chosen optional extras and tyres. Please contact your opel dealer or refer to price list for specific information.
Fuel Petrol Petrol Petrol Petrol Petrol diesel
Fuel consumption in l/100 km1

Low 9.1–8.4 9.0–8.3 10.6–9.8 8.7–8.5 10.6–9.8 6.4–6.0
medium 7.1–6.1 7.0–6.2 7.9–7.1 6.8–6.6 7.9–7.3 5.4–4.9
High 6.4–5.4 6.4–5.5 6.7–5.9 6.2–6.0 6.8–6.1 4.9–4.5
Extra High 7.3–6.2 7.5–6.4 7.5–6.5 7.4–7.0 8.0–7.1 5.6–5.0
Combined 7.2–6.2 7.2–6.3 7.8–6.9 7.1–6.8 8.0–7.2 5.4–4.9
Co2 emission combined in g/km1 164–141 165–144 176–157 161–155 181–163 142–129

Engines 1.6 diesel  
(100 kW/136 hp)  
with Start/Stop System

2.0 diesel 
(125 kW/170 hp)
with Start/Stop System

2.0 BiTurbo diesel 
(154 kW/210 hp) 
with Start/Stop System

available for GS, ST GS, ST GS, ST, CT GS, ST, CT GS, ST, CT GS, ST CT, GSi
drivetrain FWd FWd FWd FWd aWd aWd aWd
Transmission mT-6 aT-6 mT-6 aT-8 mT-6 aT-8 aT-8
Emission standard Euro 6d-TEmP Euro 6d-TEmP Euro 6d-TEmP Euro 6d-TEmP Euro 6d-TEmP Euro 6d-TEmP Euro 6c
Table shows scale of consumption and emission data depending on model version, chosen optional extras and tyres. Please contact your opel dealer or refer to price list for specific information.
Fuel diesel diesel diesel diesel diesel diesel diesel
Fuel consumption in l/100 km1

Low 6.9–6.6 9.1–8.4 8.2–7.7 9.3–8.7 8.8–8.2 11.8–11.3 11.8–11.5
medium 6.0–5.3 6.7–6.2 6.5–5.8 7.1–6.4 7.3–6.6 8.0–7.5 8.1–7.7
High 5.1–4.6 5.4–4.8 5.3–4.7 5.8–5.1 6.0–5.4 6.7–6.2 6.8–6.4
Extra High 6.1–5.2 6.3–5.8 6.2–5.5 6.6–6.0 6.9–6.3 7.3–6.7 7.5–7.0
Combined 5.9–5.2 6.5–5.9 6.3–5.6 6.8–6.2 7.0–6.4 7.9–7.3 8.0–7.6
Co2 emission combined in g/km1 154–137 170–155 164–147 177–161 182–166 207–192 209–198
mT-6 = 6-speed manual transmission aT-6/aT-8 = 6-/8-speed automatic transmission GS = Insignia Grand Sport ST = Insignia Sports Tourer CT = Insignia Country Tourer ‘Low’, ‘medium’, ‘High’ and ‘Extra High’ are sub-cycles within the WLTP cycle. The meanings of the values are: ‘Low’ = urban, ‘medium’ = suburban, 
‘High’ = main road, ‘Extra High’ = motorway. The values range from the most fuel-intensive to the most economical vehicle, depending on the chosen vehicle equipment. more information about the WLTP topic to be found on www.opel.com

all information was accurate and up to date at the time of going to print. opel reserves the right to alter engine specifications at any time, which may influence the content of the shown data. all figures quoted relate to the Eu base model with standard equipment. For the latest information about available 
engines and their technical data please check our website www.opel.com or contact your dealer.
1 Fuel consumption data and Co2 emission data are determined using the Worldwide harmonised Light vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP), in acc. with regulations r (EC) No. 715/2007, r (Eu) No. 2017/1153 and r (Eu) No. 2017/1151 (in the versions respectively applicable).
The values do not take into account in particular use and driving conditions. For more information on official fuel consumption and Co2 emission values, please read the guideline ‘Guideline for fuel consumption, Co2 emissions of new passenger cars’ freely available in all points of sale or at the designated 
state authority or body.



Some feature descriptions in this brochure may refer to, and some illustrations may show, optional equipment not included in the standard delivery. The information contained in this brochure was accurate at the time of going to print. We reserve the right to make changes in design and equipment.  
The colours printed in the brochure only approximate actual colours. Illustrated optional equipment is available at extra charge. Availability, technical features and equipment provided on our vehicles can vary outside the Federal Republic of Germany. 

Information about Design for Recycling, take-back locations of End of Life Vehicles (ELVs) and the recycling of ELVs can be found on the Internet page www.opel.com. For precise information on the equipment provided on our vehicles, please contact your local Opel partner.
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